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Abstract

This thesis deals with modeling and control of an electric drive equipped with a permanent-
magnet assisted synchronous reluctance (PMSynRel) machinefor a plug-in hybrid elec-
tric vehicle application.

In the first part of the thesis, a special use of the PMSynRel machine in consid-
eration, known as an integrated charger concept, is investigated. The integrated charger
feature allows using the PMSynRel machine as a part of the vehicle’s on-board charg-
ing system when charging the battery from the grid. A finite-element based analysis is
performed providing important insights into the machine operation during the charging
process. Dynamic models are developed that facilitate the controller development and the
estimation of the efficiency during charging.

In the second part of the thesis, position sensorless control of the PMSynRel drive
when applied in an automotive application is considered andanalyzed thoroughly. First,
a fundamental-excitation based rotor-position estimation technique is investigated. The
study shows that the impact of current dynamics on the resulting torque dynamics has
to be considered in some very demanding applications. Second, focus is put on signal-
injection based sensorless control methods. Impacts of nonlinearities, such as magnetic
saturation, cross-saturation and inductance spatial harmonics, on sensorless control per-
formance are investigated and methods to improve the sensorless control quality are sum-
marized and presented. An approach to determine the feasible region for operating sensor-
less at low-speeds without directly measuring the differential inductances is proposed. For
the PMSynRel drive in consideration, the achievable maximumtorque is limited when op-
erating sensorless following the maximum-torque-per-ampere (MTPA) current reference
trajectory at low-speeds. An optimization approach is therefore proposed which extends
the output torque when operating sensorless while still maintaining a relatively high ef-
ficiency. To initialize the sensorless control correctly from standstill, the impact of the
saturated magnetic bridges in the rotor is also investigated.

Finally, torsional drive-train oscillations and active damping schemes are consid-
ered. An off-vehicle setup for implementing and evaluatingdifferent active damping
schemes is proposed. Of particular interest for sensorlessoperation in automotive ap-
plications, the impact of slow speed estimation on the possibility to achieve good active
damping control is investigated and a design approach that allows the implementation of
an active damping scheme using estimated speed is suggested.

Index Terms: Active damping control, electric drive, electric vehicle,hybrid electric
vehicle, integrated charger, permanent-magnet assisted synchronous reluctance machine,
position estimation, sensorless control.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Electric Drives in Automotive Traction

The growing concerns for global warming, environmental degradation and oil shortage
represent strong drives for the automotive industry to design environmental-friendly ve-
hicles which consume less oil (in forms of petrol or diesel fuel) and release less amounts
of green-house gases. The electric vehicle (EV), propelledsolely by electricity stemming
from clean resources, such as hydro, wind and solar energy, may be seen as an ultimate
transport solution. Unfortunately, when compared to conventional vehicles, EVs are dis-
advantaged in terms of driving range (limited by the batterycapacity) and charging time
(limited by the present technology and the available charging infrastructure) [79]. As their
successor, the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) alleviates these issues by combing a conven-
tional internal combustion engine (ICE) propulsion system with an electric propulsion
system which enables an increased driving range (as compared to EVs), the possibility to
operate the ICE at operating points with high efficiency and regenerative braking (con-
verting the kinetic energy gained during braking to electric energy).

Being a key component in a HEV, the electric machine(s) needs to have a high
torque/power density, a high maximum speed capability and ahigh efficiency over wide
speed and torque ranges [94]. The permanent-magnet assisted synchronous reluctance
(PMSynRel) machine, combining the advantages of permanent-magnet synchronous ma-
chines (PMSMs) and synchronous reluctance machines (SRMs),seems to be a good can-
didate that fulfills all these requirements at a relatively low cost. A plethora of PMSynRel
machines have been developed for EV and HEV applications; some examples are reported
in [9,43,55,65]. As proposed in [32], a PMSynRel can also be operated as a charging com-
ponent of an on-board charger in a plug-in HEV (PHEV). This can, potentially, reduce the
size and weight of the charging system significantly. The suggested feature is referred to
as anintegrated chargerand the concept is covered in part also in this thesis.

Since PMSynRel machines are of synchronous type, the knowledge of the rotor po-
sition over the whole speed range is required for proper operation. Therefore, a position
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Chapter 1. Introduction

sensor is typically mounted on the rotor shaft in order to detect the rotor position. Apart
from the increased cost, the reliability of the overall system is reduced by the potential
failure of the position sensor and the associated cabling. As an alternative solution, posi-
tion estimation (sensorless control1) technology can be implemented instead of using the
physical position sensor.

Extensive efforts in academia and industry have been dedicated to developing sen-
sorless drives during the last decades. Generally speaking, these sensorless techniques
can be divided into two categories. The first category, oftenreferred to as fundamental-
excitation techniques, exploits the information found in the back-electromotive force
(EMF). These techniques have been developed for more than two decades for induction
machines [88], SRMs [54], and PMSMs (suitable for non-salient rotors [22, 87] and for
salient rotors [12, 62, 64]). These speed and position estimators show good performance
with respect to the position estimation error in the medium-and high-speed regions. How-
ever, the back EMF vanishes at low-speeds which renders stable sensorless control using
these techniques challenging. Some work has been proposed to extend the use of tech-
niques in this category by means of providing starting torque at stand still and zero-speed
ride-through capability [41, 60, 90]. As a result of all these efforts, some low-end com-
mercial sensorless drives have appeared which meet certainindustrial requirements [51].

The second category, often referred to as signal injection techniques, exploits the
rotor position-dependent magnetic saliency, resulting from the geometric construction
and/or from magnetic saturation, from the response of the machine to an injected high-
frequency signal. A vast number of pertinent publications can be found in this category.
The well-known rotating voltage-injection method, proposed by Jansen and Lorenz in
1994 [40], utilizes the negative sequence current component to estimate the rotor posi-
tion. Two years later, a variant approach was proposed by Corley and Lorenz in [20],
referred to as the pulsating voltage vector-injection method. Here, the resulting currents
are projected to the estimated rotor-fixed reference frame to detect the rotor position. Also
in 1996, the “INFORM” (“INdirect Flux detection by On-line Reactance Measurement”)
method was proposed by Schroedl in [77], which measures the “complex INFORM re-
actance” containing the rotor position-dependent information. Three years later, Consoli
et al. proposed a sensorless technique that measures the zero sequence voltage to obtain
a position estimate [18]. With the injected high-frequencysignal, the operation of sen-
sorless drives can be extended to the lower frequency range,including persistently zero
frequency and speed, provided that machine possesses a detectable saliency. In principle,
signal injection methods can cover the full speed range, including standstill. However,
signal injection, at least to some extent, leads to acousticnoise, torque ripple and ad-
ditional losses. When a machine possesses saliency, a combination of a signal injection

1In this thesis, the termsensorless controlrefers to control approaches for electric drives where the rotor
position is not measured but estimated. The term, as used in this thesis, puts no restriction on the use of
other sensors, such as current, voltage and temperature sensors.
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1.1. Electric Drives in Automotive Traction

technique (covering low-speed and stand still) and a fundamental-excitation technique
(covering higher speeds) is often implemented [39,74].

With the capability of detecting the rotor position in the whole speed range, sen-
sorless drives are now starting to appear to a greater extentin industrial implementa-
tions. Several electric drives featuring sensorless operation have been launched for dif-
ferent applications such as lifts, compressors, and injection molding machines [75]. Gen-
eral purpose sensorless drive systems have been also commercialized during the last few
years [1,66,69]. At present, sensorless drives are under evaluation in various HEV appli-
cations [51].

In HEV applications, the requirements of a sensorless driveused for traction are,
generally speaking, very demanding. In Fig. 1.1, a commercial PHEV concept is il-
lustrated where the ICE is mounted on the front axle while the electric machine drive
(ERAD2) is mounted on the rear axle. An integrated starter is used tocrank the ICE and
it can also function as a generator that transfers excess power from the ICE to the battery
pack. As shown in Fig. 1.1, there is no mechanical connectionbetween the front and rear
axles. This arrangement enables operating the ICE and the electric machine individually
or together. Thanks to the large battery capacity (comparedto conventional HEVs), it is
possible to operate the PHEV in pure electric mode for long distances.

Generally, a high torque is required for the ERAD at all speeds, including low-
speeds and standstill, to fulfill acceleration demands. Challenges arise when operating
sensorless at low speeds, where high-frequency injection techniques are applied, due to
well-known implications such as magnetic saturation and cross saturation. In order to
improve the performance of a sensorless drive and determinethe technique’s potential
in a specific HEV application, a thorough understanding of how the sensorless drive is
impacted by issues such as magnetic saturation is required.

Another potential challenge for a sensorless drive in an HEVapplication is its ca-
pability to dampen drive-train oscillations. Drive-trainoscillations induced by non-stiff
shafts, suspensions and tires are a well-known problem which may significantly degrade
the driving comfort. Active damping schemes are often considered to solve this problem.
However, reduced bandwidth when operating sensorless at low speeds may render such
a damping scheme unstable or its function significantly degraded. Hence, these issues
should be considered when implementing active damping schemes in a sensorless drive.

2ERAD is an abbreviation for electric rear axle drive.
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Gear box

Inverters

ERAD, gear &
suspension

Starter &
generator

Battery &
on-board
charger

Front axle Rear axle

Fig. 1.1 A commercial plug-in HEV concept.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of Thesis

In this thesis, control methodologies for PMSynRel drives inhigh demanding automotive
applications are proposed and analyzed. The main objectiveis to provide methods and
deepen present knowledge so that the introduction of PMSynRel drives in EV and HEV
applications can be simplified.

With the introduction of the integrated charger feature, itis possible to use the
PMSynRel as a charging component when the battery is charged from the grid. This is
potentially attractive for PHEVs since the size and weight of the on-board charging system
may be significantly reduced. From a control design perspective, it is essential to have a
deep understanding of how such an integrated charger operates during such a charging
process. Thus, one contribution presented in this thesis isrelated to the analysis of such
an integrated charger and how the associated dynamic modelscan be developed.

Adopting sensorless control in the electrical drive-trainof EVs and HEVs can re-
duce the system cost and improve the robustness and reliability of the overall system.
Although commercial sensorless drives developed for general purposes are already avail-
able in the market, challenges remain for implementation inEVs and HEVs, particularly
due to the problems arising when operating at low-speeds. One important goal of this
PhD project was to develop a deepened knowledge of how sensorless PMSynRel drives
can be realized to fulfill the requirements in automotive applications. The research has
been focused on analyzing the performance of existing sensorless techniques rather than
developing novel algorithms. It should be noticed, however, that the outcome of this work
can also be applied to sensorless drives developed for otherpurposes.

The torsional oscillations in the drive-train due to the elastic coupling between the
PMSynRel and the wheels are also considered in this thesis. The resulting high mechani-
cal stress and poor driving comfort are not acceptable for commercial vehicles. Therefore,
means for damping the oscillations without any additional hardware are attractive and are
investigated in this thesis with particular focus on the impact of a sensorless control sys-
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1.3. Outline of Thesis

tem.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is organized in the form of a so calledcompilation thesis. Thus, the main
chapters are kept brief and provide only the key concepts andthe introduction of the
scientific contributions that are presented in the appendedpapers.

The thesis is outlined as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews the integrated charger concept presented in [31] and different

aspects of modeling the integrated charger are discussed.
Chapter 3discusses different sensorless control methods. The fundamental-excitation

method and signal injection methods are briefly reviewed. The impact of current dynam-
ics when the fundamental-excitation method is applied to a PMSynRel drive is discussed
and serves as an introduction to the analysis presented in [Paper III]. Key problems re-
lated to speed and position estimation at low-speeds, including stand still, are analyzed
and improvements, presented further in the appended papers, are outlined. Finally, recent
developments in the field are briefly reviewed.

Chapter 4 focuses on modeling and emulating torsional drive-train oscillations
and how they can be mitigated in a specific HEV application. Particularly, different ap-
proaches for providing active damping and how they can be tuned with and without the
access to a measured rotor position are put into focus.

Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions of the work and provides some proposals
for further research.

1.4 Scientific Contributions

The main contributions presented in this thesis are summarized in the following list.

• The PMSynRel machine considered features the integrated charger capability. Dy-
namic models, developed to model this novel feature, are presented in [Paper I]
and [92] which can be helpful in the controller development and tuning process.
The presented analysis is based on a set of FEM simulations and the approach can
be used to determine suitable operating points for the system during charging pro-
cess.

• It is experimentally demonstrated in [Paper II] and [92] that what is referred to as
the feasible regionfor a stable sensorless operation in [4] can be mapped, in good
agreement with corresponding FEM simulations, by measuring the error signals
instead of measuring differential inductance. The proposed mapping approach takes
little time to carry out and is easy to implement.
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• A correct rotor polarity detection is essential when initiating a signal injection
method for sensorless control from standstill. The particular case when saturation
in the rotor bridges plays an important role for proper rotorpolarity detection is
studied by means of FEM simulation and corresponding experimental results.

• Analytical models governing the dynamics are developed in [Paper III] for PM-
SynRel drives operating above the low-speed region with and without the use of
a position sensor. The outcome of [Paper III] can be attractive when developing
electric drives for demanding applications.

• The analysis in [Paper IV] shows that the maximum torque achieved for sensorless
operation at low-speed is severely limited when operating the machine following the
current reference trajectory that minimizes copper losses. An optimization process
is proposed which significantly extends the output torque meanwhile keeping the
copper losses as low as possible.

• A test bench that can emulate torsional oscillations in a drive-train is proposed in
[Paper V]. The setup is used to tune an active damping controller. The proposed
approach can be attractive for evaluating various control schemes outside a vehicle
environment.

• [Paper VI] focuses on how to implement a sensorless active damping scheme. The
importance to consider the speed estimation dynamics in thecontroller during the
design process is highlighted and a method for tuning the electric drive outside a
vehicle environment is detailed.

1.5 List of Publications

The publications originating from this Ph.D. project are:

I S. Zhao, S. Haghbin, O. Wallmark, M. Leksell, S. Lundmark, and O. Carlson, “Tran-
sient modeling of an integrated charger for a plug-in hybridelectric vehicle,” inProc.
14th European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE), 2011.

II S. Zhao, O. Wallmark, and M. Leksell, “Analysis of a deeply saturated sensorless
PMSynRel drive for an automotive application,” inProc. 14th European Conference
on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE), 2011.

III S. Zhao, and O. Wallmark, “Torque dynamics in sensorless PMSM drives,” in Proc.
XXth International Conference on Electrical Machines (ICEM), 2-5 September, 2012.

IV S. Zhao, O. Wallmark and M. Leksell, “Low-speed sensorless controlwith reduced
copper losses for saturated PMSynRel machines,” accepted for publication inIEEE
Transactions on Energy Conversion.
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1.5. List of Publications

V S. Zhao, A. Lasson, O. Wallmark, and M. Leksell, “Off-Vehicle evaluation of ac-
tive oscillation damping schemes,” inProc. IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and
Exposition (ECCE), 16-20 September, 2013. The revised version included in this the-
sis is accepted for publication inIEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in
Power Electronics.

VI S. Zhao, O. Wallmark, and M. Leksell, “Damping of torsional drive-train oscillations
using a position sensorless PMSynRel drive,” submitted toIEEE Transactions on
Energy Conversion.

[Paper I]–[Paper VI] are included in this thesis. Prior to this doctoral thesis, a Licentiate
thesis [92] was published including the contribution presented in [Paper I-II]. The publi-
cations below are related in interest, but not included in this thesis.

VII S. Haghbin, K. Khan,S. Zhao, M. Alakula, S. Lundmark, and O. Carlson, “An
integrated 20-kW motor drive and isolated battery charger for plug-in vehicles,” in
IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, vol. 28, no. 8, pp. 4013-4029, August
2013.

VIII S. Nategh, O. Wallmark, M. Leksell andS. Zhao, “Thermal analysis of a PMaSRM
using partial FEA and lumped parameter modeling,” inIEEE Transactions on En-
ergy Conversion, vol. 27, no. 2, pp. 477-488, June 2012.
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Chapter 2

PMSynRel Machines with Integrated
Charger Capability

This chapter considers modeling of a PMSynRel machine when used in an integrated
charger concept intended for a PHEV application. Two transient machine models are
developed to model the grid synchronization and charging process, respectively.

2.1 Introduction

Regardless of the drive-train configuration, electric machines are the key components in
HEVs that convert the electric energy into the kinetic energy, or vice versa. In these ap-
plications, high demands are put on torque/power density and efficiency over wide speed-
and torque-ranges [94]. PMSynRels are attractive candidates which, potentially, fulfill
these requirements at a relatively low cost [8, 19, 27] by combining the advantages of
SRMs and PMSMs. Moreover, their inherent magnetic saliency makes them suitable for
closed-loop sensorless control over the full-speed range.

Another potential use of PMSynRels is proposed in [31] which introduces the PM-
SynRel as a key component of a battery charging system. The proposed concept is referred
to as anintegrated charger. A charger, mounted on-board or off-board, is required in EVs
and PHEVs. Apart from representing an additional cost, the component takes up space in
a, generally, very densely packed engine compartment. Using the already available trac-
tion component/s as a part of the charging system can potentially reduce weight, size and
cost of an on-board charger. A significant amount of researchhas been carried out during
the last two decades focusing on similar concepts [53, 56, 57, 78]. A typical realization
of an integrated charger is to use the machine winding/-s as the inductor/-s incorporated
with the inverter to constitute a single- or three-phase buck converter [15,16,73]. In [31],
a new type of integrated charger is proposed and this concept, described in brief below, is
considered in this work.

A key principle of the integrated charger proposed in [31] isto operate the elec-
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Chapter 2. PMSynRel Machines with Integrated Charger Capability

tric machine as a combined motor/generator set used to charge the battery from the grid.
A prototype PMSynRel machine featuring the integrated charger capability in consid-
eration was firstly proposed in [47] in 2010 and its winding arrangement is illustrated in
Fig. 2.1 (a). In this prototype PMSynRel, all coils of the stator winding are accessible from
the machine terminal enabling the connection arrangement to be reconfigured between
two winding configurations: thetraction modeconfiguration illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (b) and
thecharging modeconfiguration illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (c).

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (b), the machine is functioning asa three-phase traction
motor in traction mode. However, in charging mode, the stator winding is split into two
groups: the grid side winding (to be connected to the grid) and the inverter side winding
(to be connected to the inverter). When the vehicle is ready tocharge, e.g. when parked at
home, the windings are connected as shown in Fig. 2.1 (c). At first, however, the grid side
winding is not connected to the grid. Then, a grid synchronization process starts. During
this process, the terminal voltage of the grid side winding,by means of control the rotor
speed and the inverter side excitation, is synchronized to the grid voltage [30]. When the
synchronization completed, the grid side winding is connected to the grid. During the
charging process, the machine rotates at the synchronous speed (corresponding to 50 or
60 Hz) and power can be transferred, via the air gap, from the grid to the battery and
an isolated power transfer is enabled without additional transformers [31, 32]. However,
since the rotor rotates both during the synchronization process and during the charging
process, an additional clutch is needed, as shown in Fig.2.2, to disconnect the PMSynRel
from the transmission.
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Fig. 2.1 Principal illustration of the PMSynRel prototype: (a) Winding arrangementand stator
and rotor geometries; (b) Winding connection in traction mode; (c) Winding connection
in charging mode.

Fig. 2.2 A PHEV equipped with an integrated charger.
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Chapter 2. PMSynRel Machines with Integrated Charger Capability

2.2 Modeling Aspects of the Integrated Charger Concept

Synchronization Process

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the grid side voltage of the integrated charger should be
synchronized to the grid voltage before the windings are connected to the grid. Assuming
a robust grid, the grid voltage can be assumed to be perfectlysinusoidal. However, the
grid side voltage of the integrated charger may be distorteddue to the non-sinusoidal
flux distribution. A FEM simulation of the integrated charger considered when operating
at 50 Hz and at no-load is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 where the no-load voltage of phasea2
and its harmonic spectrum is shown. As seen, a significant voltage distortion, attributed
to the (6i ± 1)th spatial flux harmonics (wherei denotes an integer), is evident. The
fundamental grid side voltage also needs to be controlled tomatch the grid voltage. To do
so, an excitation current can be injected to the inverter side windings as described in [30]
and [Paper VII].

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

−200

0

200

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0

100

200

t [s]

Harmonic order

v a
2

[V
]

v a
2

[V
]

Fig. 2.3 FEM simulation of the grid side voltage of phasea2 at no load and 50 Hz.

Charging Process

As reported in [30] and [Paper VII], the charging power can becontrolled by means of
the inverter side currents (denotedid1 andiq1 in a rotor-fixeddq−coordinate system). To
optimize the power transfer with respect to efficiency, the reference value of inverter side
currents needs to be properly selected. The PMSynRel is running idly at the synchronous
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2.3. Transient Modeling of the Integrated Charger

speed during the charging process since the rotor shaft is disconnected from the drive-
train by the additional clutch. Hence, the load torque at steady state is mainly the friction
torque which is close to zero. Therefore, the operating points in the steady state should
be in the vicinity of the zero-torque loci. Since the grid side windings also carry current
(denotedid2 andiq2 in a rotor-fixeddq-coordinate system) during the charging process, the
impact of the grid side currents, in terms of torque and efficiency, need to be considered
when selecting suitable current operating point references on the inverter side.

A FEM simulation-based approach to model the charging process is proposed in
[Paper I]. The idea is to exploit the FEM simulation results in order to compute the op-
erating current trajectories corresponding to zero torque. A set of FEM simulations is
carried out for different combinations of inverter side andgrid side currents. Apart from
the associated charging power, the power factor of each operating point can also be deter-
mined.

2.3 Transient Modeling of the Integrated Charger

Modeling the Synchronization Process

During the synchronization process, the magnetic flux linkage in the integrated charger is
only attributed to the permanent magnets and the inverter side excitation since the grid side
windings are open-circuited. Apart from the grid side windings, the integrated charger still
functions as a three-phase machine. The flux-map based modeling method outlined in [11]
is extended in [Paper I] to model the PMSynRel during the synchronization process. Apart
from saturation and cross-saturation considered in [11], the spatial harmonics of the flux
linkage are also incorporated. In the derived model, the amplitude and phase-shift of the
6th and 12th order flux harmonics (represented in a rotor-fixed dq-coordinate system)
are obtained by interpolating the FEM simulation results around each set of current ref-
erences. The model has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink1 and sample simulation
results are shown in Fig. 2.4.

Modeling the Charging Process

Unlike the synchronization process, the grid side windingsalso carry current during the
charging process and the flux-map based modeling method becomes cumbersome to im-
plement. An inductance-based modeling approach is adoptedin [Paper I] to model the
PMSynRel during the charging process. To model the current dynamics, the considered
analytical model can be expressed as

vdq,IC = Rs,IC idq,IC + L ′

dq,IC

didq,IC
dt

+ ωrψωr,IC
, (2.1)

1Matlab and Simulink are registered trademarks of The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA.
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Fig. 2.4 Sample simulation results during grid synchronization: (a) Current commands; (b) Grid
side voltage.

where the notation

L ′

dq,IC =








L′

d1d1
L′

d1q1
L′

d1d2
L′

d1q2

L′

q1d1
L′

q1q1
L′

q1d2
L′

q1q2

L′

d2d1
L′

d2q1
L′

d2d2
L′

d2q2

L′

q2d1
L′

q2q1
L′

q2d2
L′

q2q2







, (2.2)

ψωr,IC =
[
−ψq1 ψd1 −ψq2 ψd2

]T
, (2.3)

is introduced. The inductance matrixL ′

dq,IC is updated during the simulation by lineariz-
ing the PMSynRel model around the reference currents. For a given set of current refer-
ences, the elements in the matrixL ′

dq,IC can be updated as exemplified forL′

d1d1
as

L′

d1d1
=
ψ∗

d1
(iref

d1
+∆i, iref

q1
, iref

d2
, iref

q2
)− ψ∗

d1
(iref

d1
, iref

q1
, iref

d2
, iref

q2
)

∆i
, (2.4)

where the superscript∗ indicates that the quantities are obtained from FEM simulation re-
sults. The proposed PMSynRel model has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink together
with the charging controller presented in [29] and sample simulation results are reported
in Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5 Sample simulation results during charging: (a) Current response, the inverter side and
grid side currents are plotted using blue and green lines, respectively; (b) Phase voltage
and phase current on the inverter side and the grid side.

2.4 Summary of Chapter

After introducing the considered integrated charger concept, this chapter has outlined
FEM-based approaches for modeling the concept when synchronizing to the grid and
during charging.
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Chapter 3

Speed and Position Estimation

This chapter focuses on the control aspects of a PMSynRel drive operating without using
a mechanical position sensor. Impacts of non-ideal effects, such as inductance saturation,
cross-saturation and spatial harmonics on sensorless control performance are investi-
gated and means to extend the output torque at low-speed region are proposed. Finally, a
review of the recent developments is presented.

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, to estimate the rotor speed and position of an electric machine
without using a position sensor, fundamental-excitation based sensorless techniques ex-
ploiting the information found in the back EMF can be used above low/very low speeds.
However, since the back EMF vanishes at standstill, this method is challenging when the
speed approaches zero. Therefore, the signal injection techniques relying on the detection
of magnetic anisotropy are often considered at low-speeds,including standstill. How-
ever, nonlinearities due to magnetic saturation, cross-saturation and the impact of spatial
harmonics may degrade the performance of these techniques;particularly at high torque
levels.

This chapter serves as an introduction of the appended papers concerning both
fundamental-excitation and signal-injection techniques. Since the methods of analysis
presented are general, the results and suggested approaches can be applicable to other
machine topologies and sensorless techniques as well. To simplify for the reader, the rel-
evant coordinate transformations and the PLL-type estimator used to estimate speed and
position are shortly introduced below.

Coordinate Transformations

When the rotor speed and position are estimated, electric quantities, such as voltages
and currents, are often transformed from one coordinate system to another to obtain ro-
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Chapter 3. Speed and Position Estimation

tor position-dependent information. Three coordinate systems are defined in Fig. 3.1,
namely thestationary reference frame(αβ-coordinates), therotor-fixed reference frame
(dq-coordinates) and theestimated rotor-reference frame(d̂q̂-coordinates). Here,̂θ is the
estimated rotor position and̃θ is the estimationerror defined as̃θ = θ − θ̂ whereθ is the
actual rotor position.

Fig. 3.1 Definition ofαβ-coordinates,dq-coordinates and̂dq̂-coordinates.

Quantities represented in any coordinate system can be transformed to another co-
ordinate using the following transformation matrix

T(θx) =
[
cos θx − sin θx
sin θx cos θx

]

, (3.1)

whereθx denotes the angle between the two coordinate systems considered. As one ex-
ample, an arbitrary vectorfs = [fd fq]

T expressed in a rotor-fixeddq-coordinate system
can be transformed to a vectorfss = [fα fβ]

T (expressed in the stationary frame) or to a
vector f̂s = [f̂d f̂q]

T (expressed in the estimated rotor-reference frame) by the following
transformations

fss = T(θ)fs, (3.2a)

f̂s = T(θ̃)fs. (3.2b)

Or vice versa

fs = T−1(θ)fss, (3.3a)

fs = T−1(θ̃)̂fs. (3.3b)

Speed and Position Estimation

A number of speed and position estimators, such as the Luenberger style observer in [48],
the Kalman filter approach [68], the sliding mode observer in[24] and the phase-locked
loop (PLL) type estimator in [34], have been proposed in literature. These estimators pos-
sess different properties in terms of algorithm complexity, dynamic response and sensitiv-
ity to parameter variations and noise [68]. In this thesis, the PLL-type estimator presented
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in [34] is used, which, in state-space form, can be expressedas

˙̂ωr = ρ2e, (3.4a)

˙̂
θ = ω̂r + 2ρe, (3.4b)

where the dot (̇) denotes a time derivative,ρ is a gain parameter (expressed in rad/s),ω̂r

is the estimated (electrical) rotor speed ande contains the position information (ideally,
e = θ̃ = θ − θ̂).

3.2 Fundamental-Excitation Schemes

Fundamental-excitation based techniques exploit information found in the back EMF to
estimate the rotor speed and position. How this can be done isdetailed below.

As is well-known, if saturation and cross saturation and harmonics are neglected,
the voltage equation in the rotor-fixed reference frame of the PMSynRel can be expressed
as

vdq = L dq

didq
dt

+ Zdqidq + ωrψm, (3.5)

whereL dq andZdq can be expressed as

L dq =

[
Ld 0

0 Lq

]

, Zdq =

[
Rs −ωrLq

ωrLd Rs

]

, (3.6)

andψm = [0 ψm]
T . Applying (3.3b), (3.5) can be expressed in the estimated rotor-

reference frame as

v̂dq = T(θ̃)L dq

dT−1(θ̃)̂idq
dt

+ T(θ̃)ZdqT−1(θ̃)̂idq + T(θ̃)ωrψm

= −ω̃rT(θ̃)L dqJT−1(θ̃)̂idq + T(θ̃)L dqT−1(θ̃)
d̂idq
dt

+ T(θ̃)ZdqT−1(θ̃)̂idq + T(θ̃)ωrψm,

(3.7)

where

J =

[
0 −1

1 1

]

. (3.8)

Now, if the closed-loop current dynamics are assumed to be much faster than the
speed and position estimation dynamics, the current dynamics can safely be neglected in
(3.7), i.e.,d̂idq/dt = 0 can be assumed. Further,v̂dq can be assumed to correspond exactly
to the voltage references given as input to the voltage modulator, i.e.,̂vdq = [vref

d vref
q ]T

can be assumed. An error vectore= [ed eq]
T can now be obtained as

e= v̂dq − Ẑîdq, Ẑ =

[

R̂s −ω̂rL̂q

ω̂rL̂d R̂s

]

. (3.9)
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With the above approximations and if parameter errors are neglected,ed is found as

ed ≈ −ωr (ψm − (Lq − Ld)id) θ̃ − ω̃r(Lq − Ld)iq, (3.10)

where a small position estimation error has been assumed, i.e., sin θ̃ ≈ θ̃ andcos θ̃ ≈ 1.
Apparently, and as suggested in [85], the error signal that is fed to the PLL-type estimator
in (3.4) should be computed as

e = −
ed

ω̂r(ψ̂m − (L̂q − L̂d)i
ref
d )
, (3.11)

which, if current dynamics are neglected, places the two poles governing the speed and
position estimation error dynamics at−ρ.

Impact of Current Dynamics

In the derivation above, the impact of current dynamics was neglected and the output
of the power electronic inverter was assumed to correspond exactly to the given voltage
references. However, for high bandwidthsρ, for example in high-performance or servo ap-
plications, these assumptions can be questioned. Also, theimpact of magnetic saturation
and cross saturation may have an effect on the resulting torque dynamics (i.e., from the
given torque reference to the actual torque output). In [Paper III], analytical models de-
scribing the torque dynamics of a PMSynRel drive operating with and without a position
sensor are derived without the above mentioned assumptions. The derived models can
be useful when designing controllers for very demanding applications, including active
damping oscillation controllers (see Chapter 4) when the dominant resonance frequencies
are very high.

3.3 Voltage-Vector Injection Schemes

As a well-known fact, sensorless control at low speeds including standstill can be chal-
lenging due to magnetic nonlinearities such as saturation,cross saturation and spatial in-
ductance harmonics, which can significantly degrade the quality of the resulting speed and
position estimates. Considerable work has been reported in this field during the last two
decades. In principle, all techniques rely on tracking a rotor position-dependent magnetic
saliency, inherent due to the rotor structure or due to magnetic saturation. To exploit the
rotor saliency for position estimation, a high-frequency test signal (in terms of voltage or
current) must be injected into the machine. The test signal interacts with the rotor saliency
and results in a rotor position-dependent signal that can bemeasured. Different test sig-
nals have been proposed including a rotating voltage vector[40], a pulsating voltage vec-
tor [20] and a signal obtained by modifying the pulse-width modulation scheme [77].
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Regardless of the selected technique, the reduction of the effective magnetic saliency
due to saturation may render the closed-loop system unstable. Also, the impact of mag-
netic cross saturation and spatial harmonics can introducesubstantial position estimation
errors which also can degrade the performance to a significant degree. A thorough un-
derstanding of these problems is needed to properly implement a closed-loop sensorless
control scheme with performance fulfilling specified demands. Below, the rotating and
pulsating voltage-vector injection schemes are considered due to their simplicity and ease
of implementation. However, the results are general and should be applicable also to other
schemes.

Machine Modeling for High-Frequency Excitation

Since signal injection schemes are often considered only inthe low-speed region when the
back EMF is very low, the rotational voltage drops in (3.5) can be neglected. Moreover,
the resistive voltage drop due to the injected or resulting high-frequency currents are small
and can also be neglected. Therefore, the machine can be approximated as a pure inductive
load when modeling the high-frequency response. The PMSynRel model presented in
(3.5) can then be simplified as

vdqc = L dq

idqc
dt
, (3.12)

wherevdqc andidqc are the high-frequency voltage and current, respectively.The elements
in L dq representdifferentialinductances valid around a specified operating point (as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.2). For example,L′

d = ∆ψd/∆id andL′

q = ∆ψq/∆iq where∆ denote the
deviation (in terms of flux linkage and current) from the operating point. If cross satura-
tion and spatial harmonics are neglected, the inductance matrix in (3.12) can be expressed
as

L dq =

[
L′

d 0

0 L′

q

]

. (3.13)

Rotating Voltage-Vector Injection

The rotating voltage-vector injection scheme was originally proposed in [40] where a ro-
tating voltage vector (expressed in theαβ-reference frame)vs

c = Vc[cosωct sinωct]
T is

superimposed on the fundamental voltage. The interaction between the injected test sig-
nal and the saliency in the machine produces a rotating current signal (inαβ-coordinates)
that contains rotor position-dependent information. Applying proper modulation and fil-
tering, a position-dependent error signalε can be obtained. The principle of the rotating
voltage-vector injection scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.3where the block BPF represents
the modulation and filtering process.
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Fig. 3.2 Differential inductance due to small signal injection.

Fig. 3.3 Principal schematics of the rotating voltage-vector injection scheme.

Using (3.12) and (3.3a), the resulting high-frequency current expressed inαβ-
coordinates can be determined as

isc =
∫

T(θ)L−1

dq T−1(θ)vs
cdt

=
Vc

2ωcL′

dL
′

q

[
(L′

d + L′

q) sinωct+ (L′

q − L′

d) sin(ωct− 2θ)

−(L′

d + L′

q) cosωct+ (L′

q − L′

d) cos(ωct− 2θ)

]

. (3.14)

In order to obtain the rotor position estimation error, (3.14) is modulated as

T(−2θ̂)T(ωct+ π)isc =
Vc

2ωcL′

dL
′

q

[

−(L′

q + L′

d) sin(2ωct− 2θ̂) + (L′

q − L′

d) sin 2θ̃

(L′

q + L′

d) cos(2ωct− 2θ̂)− (L′

q − L′

d) cos 2θ̃

]

.

(3.15)

Provided that the machine possesses (differential) saliency, i.e.,L′

q − L′

d 6= 0, the first
component in (3.15) contains useful rotor position information due to the termsin 2θ̃. A
suitable error signalεrot is now found by low-pass filtering the first component of (3.15)
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resulting in

εrot = LPF

{
Vc

2ωcL′

dL
′

q

[

−(L′

q + L′

d) sin(2ωct− 2θ̂) + (L′

q − L′

d) sin 2θ̃
]}

=
(L′

q − L′

d)

2ωcL′

dL
′

q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Krot

sin 2θ̃, (3.16)

whereKrot is the signal injection gain. A suitable error signal used in(3.4) can then be
calculated ase = εrot/(2Krot) ≈ θ̃ where the approximation is valid for smallθ̃.

Pulsating Voltage-Vector Injection

The pulsating voltage-vector injection scheme was introduced in [20] where a pulsating
test signalvc = [Vc cosωct 0]

T is injected in the estimated̂d-axis (or q̂-axis in some
alternative formulations). As shown in Fig. 3.4, the resulting q̂-axis current is then filtered
and modulated to obtain an error signal that contains position information.

Fig. 3.4 Principal schematics of the pulsating voltage-vector injection scheme.

Using (3.12) and (3.3b), the resulting current in the estimated rotor-reference frame
can now be obtained as

îsc =
∫

T(θ̃)L−1

dq T−1(θ̃)v̂scdt

=
Vc sinωct

2ωcL′

dL
′

q

[
(L′

q + L′

d) + (L′

q − L′

d) cos 2θ̃

(L′

q − L′

d) sin 2θ̃

]

. (3.17)

As seen, the resultinĝq-current contains position information due to thesin 2θ̃ expres-
sion. However, the resulting current is modulated bysinωct. Since the frequencyωc is
perfectly known, the current vectorîsc can be demodulated by multiplying withsinωct.
The demodulated current contains a dc component possessingthe position error infor-
mation sincesin2 ωct = (1 − cos 2wct)/2. The resulting error signal for the pulsating
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voltage-vector injection method can now be obtained by filtering the demodulated current
as

εpulse= LPF
{

îqc sinωct
}

=
(L′

q − L′

d)

4ωcL′

dL
′

q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Kpulse

sin 2θ̃, (3.18)

whereKpulse is the signal injection gain. The error signal used in (3.4) can then be cal-
culated ase = εpulse/(2Kpulse) ≈ θ̃ where the approximation is valid for small position
estimation errors.

3.3.1 Impacts of Machine Nonlinearity

As seen above, a sufficient differential saliency ratio (defined asL′

q/L
′

d) is required to
obtain accurate position estimation error signals at low speeds with a sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio [93]. Due to magnetic saturation, a decreasing differential saliency can render
closed-loop sensorless control at certain operating points difficult or impossible. For the
PMSynRel in consideration, the differential inductances have been computed using a set
of FEM simulations and the results are reported in Fig. 3.5. As seen, the effect of sat-
uration along theq-axis is evident, the differential inductanceL′

q decreases significantly
when theq-axis current is increased. Relatively, thed-axis differential inductanceL′

d is
less sensitive due to the larger effective air-gap length along thed-axis direction. As a
consequence, the difference of the differentialdq-inductances, defined asL′

q − L′

d, often
decreases for high torque levels and may even change its sign.

The feasible regionis introduced in [4] as the region indq-current plane where
L′

q − L′

d > 0. Fig. 3.6 shows a torque contour plot, obtained using FEM simulations for
the PMSynRel in consideration. The feasible region is the area below the solid line (the
line represents theL′

q − L′

d = 0 condition). Neglecting noise and impact of harmonics, a
stable sensorless control can be achieved if the salient machine is always operated within
the feasible region. To experimentally determine the feasible region, however, information
about the differential saliency needs to be obtained for a large number of operating points
which can be time consuming.

Information about the differential saliency (L′

q−L
′

d) can also be found in the ampli-
tude of the error signals (Krot andKpulse), as seen in (3.16) and (3.18). Therefore, instead
of identifying differential inductances, the error signals can be exploited to identify the
feasible region since, e.g.,Kpulse= Krot = 0 corresponds toL′

q − L′

d = 0. However, this
statement it is not always valid if magnetic cross saturation is considered. As is evident
in Fig. 3.5, the cross-saturation phenomenon is not insignificant in the PMSynRel in con-
sideration. When cross saturation is considered, the differential inductance matrixL dq in
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Fig. 3.5 Differential inductances computed using a set of FEM simulations.

(3.12) should be re-expressed as

L dq =

[
L′

d L′

dq

L′

dq L′

q

]

. (3.19)

The resulting error signal, exemplified only withεpulsehere, can be calculated from (3.17)
and (3.18) as

εpulse=
Vc
4ωc

(L′

q − L′

d) sin 2θ̃ − 2L′

dq cos 2θ̃

L′

dL
′

q − L′2
dq

=
Vc
4ωc

√

(L′

q − L′

d)
2 + 4L′2

dq sin(2θ̃ − ϕ)

L′

dL
′

q − L′2
dq

, (3.20)

whereϕ, which can be expressed as

ϕ = cos−1

[(
L′

q − L′

d

)
/
(√

(L′

q − L′

d)
2 + 4L′2

dq

)]

, (3.21)

represents the impact on the steady-state position estimation error due to magnetic cross
saturation [61]. It is evident in (3.20) that the amplitude of the error signal, in general, is
not identical to zero whenL′

q − L′

d = 0 due to magnetic cross saturation. In [Paper II],
the factorKe is introduced as

Ke =
Vc
4ωc

√

(L′

q − L′

d)
2 + 4L′2

dq

L′

dL
′

q − L′2
dq

sign
(
L′

q − L′

d

)
, (3.22)
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the MTPA trajectory.

which enables mapping the feasible region via measuring theerror signals. It is found
that the change ofKe is dominated by the change ofL′

q −L′

d. Hence, by applying several
sets of sequent measurements, the factorKe corresponding toL′

q − L′

d > 0 can be found
which, in turn, can be used to map the feasible region. As evaluated with FEM simulations
and corresponding experimental results in Fig. 3.7, the proposed method is found suitable
to map the feasible region.

As seen in Fig. 3.7, the MTPA current reference trajectory leaves the feasible re-
gion and follows closely to the curve whereL′

q − L′

d = 0 for large torque values. This
significantly limits the available torque of the PMSynRel in consideration when operating
sensorless at low speeds and following the MTPA current reference to below approxi-
mately 45% of its rated value. Also, cross saturation introduces a phase shift,ϕ in (3.20),
which results in a steady-state position estimation error corresponding toϕ/2 when the
error signal is forced to zero by the PLL-type estimator. In the literature, several papers
can be found that highlight the problems in consideration [3, 4, 28, 52]. The impact of
cross saturation in the form of a phase shift can be compensated in several ways. In [Pa-
per II] and [Paper IV], the compensation approach suggestedin [61] is adopted where a
corrected error signal is used as input to the PLL in order to eliminate the phase shift.

3.3.2 Low-Speed Sensorless Operation with Reduced Copper Losses

As discussed in the previous section, operating in the feasible region can generally be
interpreted as a necessary condition for a stable closed-loop sensorless control at low
speeds. However, due to measurement noise, the quality of the error signal may be re-
duced significantly, rendering the system unstable, when the machine is deeply saturated
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(typically for operating point close to the boundary of the feasible region) [93]. Addition-
ally, when the differential saliency becomes very low, the spatial inductance harmonics
may also have a substantial impact on the quality of the errorsignal. A sample measure-
ment of error signal is reported in Fig. 3.8. For the operating point in consideration, the
PMSynRel is deeply saturated while still operating in the feasible region. The dominating
harmonic components (apart from the fundamental) are the spatial inductance harmon-
ics. These harmonics may render the system unstable during,e.g., rapid speed variations.
Moreover, inverter nonlinearities such as dead time and voltage drops in the semiconduc-
tors are other sources of disturbances that may reduce the performance of a closed-loop
sensorless electric drive operating at low speeds [26,76].Therefore, constraining the oper-
ating points to be within the feasible region may not always be sufficient to achieve stable
closed-loop sensorless control. Depending on the application requirements and available
hardware, minimum amplitude of the error signal should be guaranteed for all operating
points.

The MTPA current reference trajectory is often adopted in electric drives to achieve
a high efficiency. At low speeds, where the associated iron losses are low, selecting the
operating points such that the copper losses are minimized also (close to) minimizes the
total machine losses. However, as shown in Fig. 3.7, for the PMSynRel in consideration
and as mentioned above, the MTPA current reference trajectory leaves the feasible region
and follows closely to the curve whereL′

q −L′

d = 0 at higher torque levels. Different ma-
chine design methodologies have been proposed to extend theoperating torque by means
of expanding the feasible region for a sensorless controlled drive [5, 10, 46, 86]. For an
existing machine design, however, the size of the feasible region cannot be manipulated.
The only way to extend the operating torque while still maintaining a high efficiency for
an existing machine design, e.g. the PMSynRel in consideration, is to modify the current
reference trajectory.

In [Paper IV], an optimization procedure is proposed to determine a modified MTPA
trajectory. Using results from a set of FEM simulations, a current reference trajectory
is determined in which the error signal has sufficient (and specified) amplitude while
the copper losses are minimized. The developed method is illustrated in Fig. 3.9 as a
flowchart.

Following the proposed procedure, the predicted current trajectories for different
requirements ofKe (amplitude of the error signal) are illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The predic-
tion have been carried out based on a set of FEM simulations where the current has been
varied but the rotor position has been kept fixed (corresponding to θ = 0◦).

To verify the validity of the proposed method when considering only a single ro-
tor position, the predicted values are compared with experimental measurements and the
results computed from FEM simulations covering a full pole pitch (to take the impact of
spatial harmonics into consideration) in Fig. 3.11. As seen, the set of FEM simulations
conducted using a fixed rotor position is sufficient to predictKe which can be used to find
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Chapter 3. Speed and Position Estimation

the “optimized” current trajectory.
However, as seen in Fig. 3.12, in order to correctly predict the phase shiftψ (due to

the cross saturation), the impact of spatial harmonics mustbe considered and the results
from the set of FEM simulations covering a complete pole pitch must be used. When the
PMSynRel in consideration is operated following the currenttrajectory corresponding to
Ke,min = 0.3 A, the achieved maximum torque is 110 Nm which corresponds toaround
95% of its rated value with only slightly increased copper losses.

In [Paper IV] , operation in the “unfeasible” region, whereL′

q − L′

d < 0, is also
considered and limits in terms of output torque and impact ofspatial harmonics are inves-
tigated.

3.3.3 Impact of Spatial Inductance Harmonics

For the PMSynRel in consideration, high order saliencies, which can be expressed in
terms of spatial inductance harmonics, are present due to the non-sinusoidal flux distri-
bution. This effect induces position estimation errors which can be significant for some
operating points, as exemplified in Fig. 3.8. Techniques have been proposed in literature to
compensate or eliminate the impacts of the spatial inductance harmonics. In [21, 83], the
effect of inductance harmonics and their compensation whenthe rotating voltage-vector
injection method is applied to an inductance machine were studied. In [70], the impact of
the high-order spatial inductance harmonics is reduced by modifying the injected pulsat-
ing voltage-vector scheme when applied to a permanent-magnet synchronous motor. In
[Paper II], the mitigation technique proposed in [70] is extended to the rotating voltage-
vector scheme as described below.

Considering only the first spatial inductance harmonic, of order six in the rotor-
fixed reference frame, the differential inductance matrixL dq in (3.12) can be expressed
as

L dq =

[
L′

d + L′

6 cos 6θ −L′

6 sin 6θ

−L′

6 sin 6θ L′

q − L′

6 cos 6θ

]

, (3.23)

whereL′

6 is the amplitude of the 6th-order spatial inductance harmonic. The resulting
high-frequency current component when applying the rotating voltage-vector injection
method can be found as

isc =
∫

T(θ)L−1

dq T(θ)−1vcdt

= −
Vc
2ωc







(L′

d + L′

q) sin(ωct) + (L′

q − L′

d) sin(ωct− 2θ)− 2L′

6 sin(ωct+ 4θ)

L′2
6 − L′

6(L
′

q − L′

d) cos 6θ − L′

dL
′

q

−(L′

d + L′

q) cos(ωct) + (L′

q − L′

d) cos(ωct− 2θ)− 2L′

6 cos(ωct+ 4θ)

L′2
6 − L′

6(L
′

q − L′

d) cos 6θ − L′

dL
′

q






.

(3.24)
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As seen, the resulting carrier current contains additionalharmonics due to theL′

6. If all
terms containingL′

6 are omitted, the “ideal” carrier current is obtained as

i
′s
c =

Vc
2L′

dL
′

qωc

[
(L′

d + L′

q) sin(ωct) + (L′

q − L′

d) sin(ωct− 2θ)

−(L′

d + L′

q) cos(ωct) + (L′

q − L′

d) cos(ωct− 2θ)

]

, (3.25)

which is identical to the expression in (3.14). Hence, by modifying the rotating voltage
vector as

vs
c = T(θ)L dqT(θ)−1di

′s
c /dt

=
Vc

2L′

dL
′

q

[
2L′

dL
′

q cosωct+ L′

6(L
′

q − L′

d) cos(ωct− 6θ) + L′

6(L
′

d + L′

q) cos(ωct+ 4θ)

2L′

dL
′

q sinωct+ L′

6(L
′

q − L′

d) sin(ωct− 6θ)− L′

6(L
′

d + L′

q) sin(ωct+ 4θ)

]

,

(3.26)

the “ideal” carrier current is obtained. Of course, in a practical implementation, the actual
rotor positionθ should be replaced by the estimated rotor positionθ̂ in (3.26). As experi-
mentally verified in [Paper II], the effects of the dominating spatial inductance harmonic
can be compensated to a significant extent using this modifiedrotating voltage vector.

3.3.4 Polarity Identification

It is evident from (3.20) that the polarity of the rotor magnet cannot be detected at stand-
still if a voltage-vector injection scheme is adopted for position estimation; the estimated
position θ̂ can correspond toθ + kπ, wherek is an integer. Some techniques have been
proposed to determine the correct magnet polarity, either being integrated in the position
estimation process [38, 42, 71] or being carried out in the form of an initialization pro-
cess [14,80]. Disregarding how this is implemented, the magnetic saturation in the stator
iron core is typically exploited to determine the correct rotor polarity.

A more pronounced saturation in the stator core can be expected in thed-direction
if the injected stator flux increase is aligned with the PM fluxcompared to if the injected
stator flux is opposing the PM flux. Fig. 3.13 shows a typical relation between the injected
flux linkage and the resulting current response. When the stator flux linkage increase∆ψ
is injected to thed-axis, a larger resulting currentid+ can be expected due to the decreased
d-axis inductance resulted by the saturation of the stator iron (compared to the case when
an opposite flux linkage is injected to thed-axis). In a practical implementation, once
thed- (or −d-) axis has been determined, two voltage pulses, equal in amplitude, can be
injected to the positive and negative estimatedd-axis direction. The relative difference of
the resulting current transients can then be deduced to determine the correct rotor polarity.

However, as previously reported in [67], the above reasoning is not always correct
for machines possessing magnetic bridges, e.g., the PMSynRel in consideration. Differing
from the typical case shown in Fig. 3.13, when small test voltage pulses are injected, a
larger current response is obtained when the voltage pulse is opposite to the magnet flux.
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Chapter 3. Speed and Position Estimation

Fig. 3.14 shows FEM simulations and corresponding experimental results during voltage
polarity identification for the PMSynRel machine in consideration. A voltage pulse with
a magnitude of 15 V is injected in the positive and negatived-direction. As seen in the
resulting current responses, plotted in Fig. 3.14(a) and Fig. 3.14(b), a larger peak value
of id is found when the voltage pulse is opposite to the magnet flux.The reason can be
found in Fig. 3.14(c) and Fig. 3.14(d) which illustrate the flux lines corresponding to the
positive and negative peak current responses, respectively. As seen, the flux leakage in
the magnet bridges is decreased for the positive pulse test which results in a largerd-
axis inductance that decreases the current response (the opposite is true for the negative
pulse test). Hence, for this test, saturation in the magnet bridges in the rotor structure is
the dominating effect rather than saturation in the stator.Additional test with different
amplitudes are also reported in [Paper II]. It is found that avoltage pulse magnitude of
around 35 V is required to obtain a current response dominated by saturation of the stator
for the PMSynRel in consideration. Hence, it is obvious that the impact of the saturation
in the rotor structure must be investigated to achieve an accurate polarity detection.
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Fig. 3.7 Identification of the feasible region (MTPA current reference trajectory indicated as black
circles): (a) FEM simulation; (b) Corresponding experimental results mapped following
the approach presented in [Paper II] (the black dots mark the tested pointsof operation).
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FEM-based predictions evaluated for a single rotor position only, asterisks (∗) refer to
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Fig. 3.13 Typical relation betweend-axis current andd-axis flux linkage for a PMSM.
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3.4 Recent Developments

Rotor position-estimation at low-speeds including standstill is still an active research area
after more than two decades, new sensorless control approaches are still emerging. In [63],
a new sensorless control strategy based on the inductance saliency is proposed, where a
high-frequency pulsating signal is injected into the stationary reference frame instead
of the estimated rotor-reference frame. Instead of exploiting the differential inductance-
based saliency, a “resistance-based saliency” enhanced bythe injected high-frequency
signal is used in [89] in order to estimate the rotor position. Such an approach could be a
viable solution for machines with very small saliency, e.g., surface-mounted permanent-
magnet synchronous motors.

The associated acoustic noise due to the injected carrier signal has been addressed
recently. The authors in [17] and [81] suggest adopting low-amplitude signal injection
based methods during steady state and the use of an adaptive estimator or an increase of
the injected voltage amplitude during torque transients, in order to reduce the acoustic
noise. Similar in principle, the authors in [44] adopt an analog filter circuit which ampli-
fies and extracts the high-frequency current components to reduce the injection voltage
level and, hence, the acoustic noise. In [49], a method is proposed where the signal in-
jection is implemented directly in the pulse-width modulation enabling very high carrier
frequencies enabling reductions in the noise spectrum nearto the audible limit.

Apart from recent developments of the sensorless control strategies themselves,
efforts aimed at developing machine designs suitable for low-speed rotor-position esti-
mation have bloomed during recent years. A genetic-algorithm based design procedure
is proposed in [6] for interior PM (IPM) machines objected tomaximize both the torque
density and the differential saliency by means of rotor geometry optimization. In [7], de-
sign guidelines considering the impacts of stator and rotorsaturation, rotor geometry and
PM flux on the ability to operate sensorless at low speeds are proposed. Differing from
the feasible region defined in [4], thesensorless safety operation region(SSOR) is in-
troduced in [45] which takes the cross-saturation and spatial inductance harmonics into
account. Design guidelines considering the SSOR are also proposed in [45] for IPMs with
concentrated-winding configuration targeted for an HEV application.

3.5 Summary of Chapter

This chapter has focused on problems associated with speed and position estimation of
PMSynRel drives. Operation below and above the low-speed region was considered. Prob-
lems due to magnetic saturation and harmonics were outlinedand some approaches, de-
tailed in the attached papers, were presented. Finally, recently developments in the field
were briefly reviewed.
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Chapter 4

Active Damping Control

This chapter focuses on modeling and control of torsional oscillations that can arise in
drive-trains due to non-stiff components including the drive shaft, universal joints and
the suspension system. Serving as an introduction to [PaperV], modeling and emulating
such a drive-train in an off-vehicle environment are described and means to dampen the
oscillations are discussed. Finally, the impact of a reduced bandwidth in the estimated
speed when operating sensorless at low speeds and how this canreduce the performance
of an active damping scheme is put into focus.

4.1 Introduction

Apart from an improved overall efficiency and, for HEVs, reduced fuel consumption,
adopting electric drives in a drive-train can contribute significantly to improve vehicle
performance; particularly acceleration since a high torque can be provided over a wide
speed range. However, torsional oscillations, found in conventional vehicles where they
are typically dampened by passive means, can also be presentin electric drive-trains.
Compared to ICEs, the torque of an electric drive can be controlled with a very high
bandwidth which enables dampening of torsional oscillations by means of control rather
than adding additional (costly) passive components.

Fig. 4.1 shows the configuration of an electric drive-train where the electric ma-
chine is connected to the wheels via several non-stiff components, including the gearbox,
universal joints, the drive shaft and the suspension system. When such a drive-train is sub-
jected to a rapid torque demand, the elasticity of these components can result in torsional
oscillations. In commercial passenger vehicles, the typical crucial frequencies of these
resonances are found in the range of 5 to 50 Hz [2]. Oscillations in this range can cause
high stresses to the mechanical components and deterioration in passenger comfort since
the oscillations can lead to that the whole vehicle, particularly at low speeds, shudders
unpleasantly [2].

For the purpose of control design, the drive-train illustrated in Fig. 4.1 can be mod-
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Fig. 4.1 Principal layout of the electric drive-train in consideration.

eled in several ways. A hybrid modeling technique combiningdistributed and lumped
parameter models is presented in [23] enabling good model accuracy at the cost of a
relatively high model complexity. A two-mass model with backlash is considered in [2]
for the purpose of controller design and it is sufficient to capture the first, dominating
resonance.

Since the resonance of the torsional torque is strongly dependent on how the drive-
train is constituted, the drive-train schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.1 is considered as
a case study in this thesis. Fig. 4.2 depicts the associated three-mass drive-train model
which is used in [Paper V] and [Paper VI].

T1

J1

kd

cd

kw

cw

Jw Jb

Tb

φ ω1 1, φ ωw w, φ ωb b,

Td Td Tw Tw

Fig. 4.2 Three-mass drive-train model.

The parameters of this model are fit from a detailed ADAMS/Car1 model modeling
the commercial PHEV in consideration. The model consists ofthree masses connected by
springs and passive dampers where a description of the parameters is denoted in Table 4.1.

With this model, the lowest two dominating resonances (7.7 Hz and 12.2 Hz) found
in the complete ADAMS/Car model (and in the actual drive-train) are incorporated. How-
ever, since the parameters of the model are fit to a model of significantly higher com-
plexity, the elements in the three-mass model generally will not correspond exactly to the
physical vehicle components (e.g. wheels). Although such amodel differs from reality, it
is still useful for performance analysis and control synthesis.

If the electric machine torqueT1 is defined as the input and the drive shaft torque
Td as the output of the system, the torsional model can be expressed in state-space form

1ADAMS/Car is a registered trademark of MSC Software Corporation, Santa Ana, CA.
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Table 4.1: Drive-train parameters.

cd Drive shaft damping
cw Wheel suspension and tire damping
J1 Rotor inertia
Jb Vehicle mass
Jw Wheel inertia
kd Drive shaft stiffness
kw Wheel suspension and tire stiffness
T1 Electric machine torque
Td Drive shaft torque
Tw Wheel torque
Tb Load torque

as

ẋ3m = A3mx3m + B3mT1,

Td = C3mx3m, (4.1)

where

A3m =












−cd/J1 cd/J1 0 −kd/J1 kd/J1 0

cd/Jw −(cd + cw)/Jw cw/Jw kd/Jw −(kd + kw)/Jw kw/Jw
0 cw/Jb −cw/Jb 0 kw/Jb −kw/Jb
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0












,

(4.2a)

B3m =
[
1/J1 0 0 0 0 0

]T
, (4.2b)

C3m =
[
cd −cd 0 kd −kd 0

]
, (4.2c)

x3m =
[
ω1 ωw ωb ϕ1 ϕw ϕb

]T
. (4.2d)

The transfer function fromT1 to Td (denoted asGTd
) can be derived from (4.1) as

GTd
= C3m[Is− A3m]

−1B3m, (4.3)

whereI is a6 × 6 identity matrix ands is the Laplace variable. A pole-zero map of the
transfer functionGTd

is visualized in Fig. 4.3(a), where two pole-pairs close to the real
axis are found. These poles have fairly poor damping (10.2% and 7.6%) and a high over-
shoot (72.4% and 78.6%) and are the source of the torsional oscillations (12.2 Hz and
7.7 Hz) for the drive-train in consideration. As exemplifiedin Fig. 4.3(b), the resonances
are excited by applying a stepwise change in the torque generated by the electric machine;
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a resulting large overshoot is found in the shaft torqueTd. Although the oscillation has
been damped significantly at around 0.5 s, the first torque rise is the cause of an uncom-
fortable driving experience (and high mechanical stresseson the drive shaft).
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Fig. 4.3 (a) Pole-zero map ofGTd
where poles are denoted as× and zeros are denoted as◦; (b)

Step response ofGTd
whereT1 is plotted as solid line andTd is plotted as dashed line.

4.1.1 Active Damping

As mentioned above, significant torsional drive-train oscillations are undesired and should
be mitigated. Corrective measures, often referred to asactive damping, are preferred since
they can be implemented without any additional hardware cost. As a well-established
problem related to the control of multi-mass systems, numerous active damping designs
have been reported in the literature for various applications. In [84], a finite-duration
impulse-response (FIR) filter compensator is proposed to realize a high-performance speed
servo drive with an elastic mechanical connection. A neural-network control system is
proposed in [37] to realize a vibration controller in an active vehicle suspension system.
A linear quadratic regulator (LQR) based controller [82], a pole placement control de-
sign [72] and an H∞ based control design [58] are proposed to realize active control of
drive-train oscillations.

Regardless of the selected control method, the general principle of an active damp-
ing scheme is to generate a corrective torque signal based onavailable measurements
or/and estimated states. Fig. 4.4 illustrates a principal active damping control scheme for
a vehicle drive-train that utilizes both the rotor and wheelspeeds.

When a high-resolution rotor position sensor is used, the rotor speed can be esti-
mated, e.g., using the PLL-type estimator considered in Chapter 3, from measurements
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Fig. 4.4 Principal layout of an active damping control scheme.

of the rotor position. Thereby, accurate speed estimates with a high bandwidth are ac-
cessible and̂ω1 ≈ ω1 can be assumed during the control design process. In contrast, the
wheel speed is often provided by sensors used by the anti-lock braking system (ABS).
Thereby, the average speeds of the rear wheels are accessible but with a considerably
lower resolution. More details about modeling and associated impacts of such a wheel
speed measurement arrangement are included in [Paper V].

In [2], an approach that combines a torque estimator (implemented as a Kalman
filter) and a controller designed using a pole-placement technique is proposed to reduce
drive-train oscillations in an EV. This method is applied for the drive-train model illus-
trated in Fig. 4.2 and its detailed design is presented in [Paper V]. A high-pass filter based
control approach, similar to the slow disturbance observerdesigned for a speed controlled
system in [36], is also considered in [Paper V]. Both approaches utilize the rotor speed
and, when available, the wheel speed.

To study the torsional oscillations and the active damping strategies outside a ve-
hicle environment, an off-vehicle test bench is proposed in[Paper V] and its principal
schematics are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. A servo drive is usedto emulate the drive-train
transmission using the above described state-space model.Design guidelines for such an
emulator are presented in [Paper V].

4.1.2 Active Damping Using Estimated Rotor Position and Speed

As discussed in Chapter 1, implementing sensorless control strategies instead of using a
mechanical sensor to detect the rotor speed and position of electric drives can lead to a
reduced cost and an improved reliability in the overall system. In the low-speed region,
where torsional oscillation can be a severe problem, carrier-signal injection methods are
used for rotor speed and position estimation. However, since the carrier-signal is gener-
ated by the power electronic inverter (typically switchingat 5-20 kHz) and since filtering
is typically required in the demodulation process used to extract the position information
superposed on the phase currents, the resulting bandwidth of the speed and position es-
timates are, typically, significantly reduced (as stated in[33, 51]) compared to operation
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Experimental implementation of the drive-train model; (b) Block diagram ofthe over-
all system.

using a position sensor or position sensorless operation above the low-speed range where
information found in the back-EMF can be used to extract position information.

When the active damping controllers are designed in [Paper V], the impact of the
speed estimation dynamics is neglected; a reasonable assumption provided that the rotor
position is measured by a high-resolution resolver. However, if the bandwidth of the speed
estimation is limited, e.g., during position sensorless operation in the low-speed region,
this effect should be considered during the control design process.

To address the impact of reduced dynamics of the speed estimate on the perfor-
mance of an active damping controller, an analysis considering the PLL-type estimator
in (3.4) when the rotor position is measured by a resolver is presented in [Paper VI].
As shown, a low bandwidth may result in non-minimum phase zeros that can signifi-
cantly reduce the damping and stability margins [35]. Independently of how the oscilla-
tion damping controller is designed, the poles of the closed-loop system move towards
the nonminimum-phase zeros as the loop gain increases and, thus, may render the closed-
loop system unstable [13]. As exemplified in Fig. 4.6, when the dynamics of the speed
estimates are reduced and not considered in the design process, the system becomes un-
stable even for the case when the rotor position is measured.

[Paper VI] considers the pulsating signal-injection method for rotor speed and po-
sition estimation at low-speeds. The off-vehicle test bench adopted in [Paper V] is used
to generate torsional oscillations for the purpose of evaluating the proposed design proce-
dure. Sample experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 4.7. As seen, due to the reduced
dynamics of the speed estimates, the performance of the oscillation damping control is
reduced compared to the case when the rotor position is measured. It is evident that a
high-dynamic sensorless control strategy is essential to enable sufficient active damping
in the application considered. Means to increase the bandwidth of sensorless algorithms
have been reported in [50, 59, 91] by increasing the carrier frequency of the injected sig-
nal. However, this approach is limited by the available dc voltage, nonlinear behavior and
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Fig. 4.6 Sample experimental result illustrating instability due to low-bandwidth rotor speed esti-
mates not considered during the control design process.

switching frequency of inverters, current sensor and analog-to-digital converter resolu-
tion [25,93].
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solid and dashed line, respectively.

4.2 Summary of Chapter

This chapter focused on torsional drive-train oscillations considering a specific PHEV.
Modeling, emulating and the mitigation of these oscillations were described. Finally, the
impact of reduced bandwidth of the speed estimate was high-lighted serving as a back-
ground for the work presented in [Paper VI].
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

This chapter summarizes conclusions and provides some suggestions for further research
related to the different topics considered in this thesis.

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, a PMSynRel drive featuring integrated charging capability for a HEV ap-
plication was considered with particular focus put on operation without using a position
sensor. Incorporating the PMSynRel drive as a part of the on-board charging system of-
fers potential advantages in terms of cost, weight and size.A proper control method is
essential for realizing the designed charging feature. TheFEM-based analysis of the PM-
SynRel considered gives important insights into how such a machine operates during a
charging process. The resulting dynamic models are suitable for both controller tuning
and estimating efficiency during the charging process.

Sensorless control of PMSynRel drives is attractive in automotive applications due
to the reduced system cost and the potential for improved reliability. Instead of present-
ing novel control strategies in this already mature area, focus was put on analyzing and
proposing improvements to already existing methods in thisthesis. The impact of cur-
rent dynamics is often neglected when analyzing the dynamics of fundamental-excitation
based rotor-position estimation. However, as outlined in the thesis, the impacts on the
resulting torque dynamics should be considered in very demanding applications, e.g.,
high-performance servo drives or when designing controllers for active damping when
the dominating resonances occur at high frequencies.

Signal-injection based methods for rotor-position estimation at low speeds relies
on a sufficient level of rotor saliency which can be significantly reduced by magnetic sat-
uration during loaded conditions. In a deeply saturated PMSynRel sensorless drive, the
signal-to-noise ratio can become very small and effects such as magnetic cross-saturation
and spatial harmonics become pronounced. Consequently, thespeed and rotor estimates
can be significantly degraded and the closed-loop system caneven be rendered unstable.
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An alternative solution for experimentally determining the feasible region reported in [4]
for sensorless operation at low-speed was proposed withoutdirectly measuring the dif-
ferential inductances. However, the achievable maximum output torque is limited by the
machine design when signal-injection based methods are applied. To extend the achiev-
able output torque, it was demonstrated how the current reference trajectory should be
selected maintaining a stable closed-loop system with reduced copper losses at all points
of operation.

The inductance cross-saturation and spatial harmonics introduce undesired estima-
tion errors. To improve sensorless control performance at low speeds, means for mitigat-
ing their impact were summarized and presented.

Torsional drive-train oscillations can result in longitudinal vehicle-body vibrations
that significantly degrade the riding comfort. Active damping schemes, as preferable
means to mitigate the oscillations, are often implemented since they do not require any
additional hardware cost. An off-vehicle setup for implementing and evaluating different
active damping schemes was set up and evaluated. Using this setup, investigations fo-
cusing on the impact of sensorless control at low speeds whenimplementing an active
damping controller were presented.

5.2 Proposals for Future Work

Some proposals for further research related to the area covered by this thesis are outlined
below.

When it comes to the integrated charger concept considered inthis thesis, it is
evident that the design process must consider both tractionand charging operation in
order to realize a competitive solution. An in-depth analysis in this field is a natural next
step in this area.

Research activities focusing on developing new design guidelines for electric ma-
chines oriented for sensorless control have been reported.Most of the work is focusing
on maximizing both the torque density and the differential saliency. Large sets of FEM
simulations are often applied to determine the most suitable machine geometry. More
general design approaches or simplified machine models, e.g., reluctance-based models,
can come in use here to reducing the design effort.

Means to further improve the dynamic performance of sensorless drives operating
at low speeds are required to cover a wider range of applications. This topic has been
addressed relatively little in the literature but it can be expected to increase as the number
of sensorless drives increase in the market.

Understanding the industrial requirements and constraints is very important for a
successful implementation of an electric drive, especially when sensorless control is ap-
plied. A continued and strengthened communication and collaboration between academia
and industry is needed in order to output useful results of interest for the automobile
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industry.
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Appendix A

Parameters of Drive-train Model and
Mathematic Representations

A.1 Parameters of Drive-train

All quantities are referred to the electrical machine side.

Table A.1: Parameters of drivetrain model

Variable Value Unit
cd 0.23 Nms/rad
cw 1.48 Nms/rad
kd 87.6 Nm/rad
kw 457.73 Nm/rad
J1 0.02 kgm2

Jb 2.45 kgm2

Jw 0.18 kgm2

A.2 Drive-train Model with Active Damping Controller

The speed estimation dynamic of the PLL-type estimator can be expressed in the state-
space form as

ẋ1 = x2, (A.1a)

ẋ2 = −ρ2x1 − 2ρx2 + ω1, (A.1b)

ω̂1 = ρ2x1. (A.1c)
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The high-pass filter based active damping approach can be expressed in the state-space
form as

ẋT = −αxT + (ω̂1 − ωw), (A.2a)

TAS = −αKxT +K(ω̂1 − ωw). (A.2b)

The close-loop drive-train model used in [Paper VI] can thenbe derived as

ẋc = Acxc + BcT1,

Td = Ccxc, (A.3)

where

Ac =



















0 1 0 0 ...

−ρ2 −2ρ 1 0 ...

−Kρ2/J1 0 −cd/J1 (cd +K)/J1 ...

0 0 cd/Jw −(cd + cw)/Jw ...

0 0 0 cw/Jb ...

0 0 1 0 ...

0 0 0 1 ...

0 0 0 0 ...

ρ2 0 0 −1 ...

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 −kd/J1 kd/J1 0 αK/J1
cw/Jw kd/Jw −(kd + kw)/Jw kw/Jw 0

−cw/Jb 0 kw/Jb −kw/Jb 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −α



















, (A.4a)

Bc =
[
0 0 1/J1 0 0 0 0 0 0

]T
, (A.4b)

Cc =
[
0 0 cd −cd 0 kd −kd 0 0

]
, (A.4c)

xc =
[
x1 x2 ω1 ωw ωb ϕ1 ϕw ϕb xT

]T
. (A.4d)
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